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ABSTRACT

Context: Research on predictors of clinical outcomes usually focuses on the impact of individual patient factors, despite known relationships between neighborhood environment and health.

Objective: To determine whether US census information on where a patient resides is associated with diabetes development among patients with prediabetes.

Design: Retrospective cohort study of all 157,752 patients aged 18 years or older from Kaiser Permanente Northern California with laboratory-defined prediabetes (fasting plasma glucose, 100 mg/dL-125 mg/dL, and/or glycated hemoglobin, 5.7%-6.4%). We assessed whether census data on education, income, and percentage of households receiving benefits through the US Department of Agriculture’s Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) was associated with diabetes development using logistic regression controlling for age, sex, race/ethnicity, blood glucose levels, and body mass index.

Main Outcome Measure: Progression to diabetes within 36 months.

Results: Patients were more likely to progress to diabetes if they lived in an area where less than 16% of adults had obtained a bachelor’s degree or higher (odds ratio [OR] =1.22, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.09-1.36), where median annual income was below $79,000 (OR = 1.16 95% CI = 1.03-1.31), or where SNAP benefits were received by 10% or more of households (OR = 1.24, 95% CI = 1.1-1.4).

Conclusion: Area-level socioeconomic and food assistance data predict the development of diabetes, even after adjusting for traditional individual demographic and clinical factors. Clinical interventions should take these factors into account, and health care systems should consider addressing social needs and community resources as a path to improving health outcomes.

INTRODUCTION

Up to one-third of Americans have prediabetes,¹ a state of elevated blood glucose levels that increases the risk of development of Type 2 diabetes. Clinical trials such as the Diabetes Prevention Program have shown that lifestyle changes and initiation of metformin therapy in patients with prediabetes can prevent or delay the onset of Type 2 diabetes²-⁴ and that these prevention efforts may be cost-effective and improve health outcomes.⁵,⁶ Understanding the potential predictors for development of diabetes and other chronic conditions can help clinicians and health care systems design interventions and target clinical responses to patients at elevated disease risk.⁷-⁹ However, most studies of diabetes risk focus on individual patient-level factors,¹⁰,¹¹ and do not consider patient social
Clinical characteristics. Elsewhere. (ie, first elevated FPG or HbA1c diagnosis of diabetes or prediabetes cohort, we then excluded all patients who had tested in this range in the 2 years prior, those with a preexisting hemoglobin [HbA1c] of 5.7-6.4) diagnosed between January 1, 2006, and December 31, 2010. To create an incident prediabetes cohort, we then excluded all patients who had tested in this range in the 2 years prior, those with a preexisting diagnosis of diabetes or prediabetes during this period, and those whose prediabetes converted to diabetes within the first 6 months. Patients were required to have at least 2 years of continuous Health Plan enrollment before the index date (ie, first elevated FPG or HbA1c value) and for 36 months after the index date. Further information on this cohort is available elsewhere. These laboratory values were obtained from the KPNC EHR, along with other patient demographic and clinical characteristics.

The primary source for the census data used in this study is the American Community Survey 5-year Summary File for 2006 to 2010. The American Community Survey is conducted as part of the US Census Bureau’s Decennial Census Program, which is designed to provide demographic, socioeconomic, and housing data on the US population for geographic areas in the US, including Puerto Rico. A subset of these variables is included in the KP Virtual Data Warehouse (VDW) and is available for epidemiologic and health services research and quality improvement in all KP Regions. We included VDW census block-level variables from the 2010 census on the education level of the adult population (aged ≥ 25 years) and median household income. We also included VDW census tract-level data on the percentage of households receiving food assistance through the US Department of Agriculture’s Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP). These census variables were chosen for inclusion on the basis of research suggesting a relationship between access to food and diabetes outcomes.

Statistical Analyses
To examine the relationship between demographic, clinical, and census variables with diabetes progression, we used logistic regression to obtain estimates of odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). The logistic regression model included patient age, sex, race/ethnicity, body mass index (BMI), and index FPG or HbA1c laboratory result, census block-level median household income, census block-level percentage of adults with a bachelor’s degree or higher degree, and census tract-level percentage of households receiving SNAP benefits. We also estimated a model without the census variables, using only age, sex, race/ethnicity, BMI, and index blood glucose laboratory results to compare the C statistic of this pared-down model with that of the main model described. All analyses were performed using SAS Version 9.3. This study was approved by the KPNC institutional review board.

RESULTS
The cohort included 157,752 patients with prediabetes, with a mean age of 57 years (standard deviation = 14 years), 50% of whom were women, and 59% were non-Hispanic white (Table 1). An average of 4.1% of households received food assistance through SNAP, with a higher proportion receiving assistance in the group in whom diabetes developed in the 36-month observation window (5.1%). In the logistic regression model (Table 2), those aged 40 years and older had statistically significantly higher ORs for diabetes development compared with those aged 18 to 29 years. Black/African American, Asian, Hispanic, American Indian/Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander patients all had statistically significantly higher ORs for developing diabetes compared with whites. Overweight/obesity or an index FPG value above 110 mg/dL or HbA1c greater than 6.0% also were independently and significantly associated with diabetes developing within 36 months of prediabetes identification.

After adjustment for these patient-level characteristics, patients with prediabetes were also more likely to progress to diabetes if they lived in an area where 45% or less of the adult population had obtained a bachelor’s degree or higher (eg, OR = 1.22; 95% CI = 1.09-1.36 for block groups with < 16% obtaining a bachelor’s degree or higher). Patients with prediabetes living in areas where median household incomes were $50,000 to $79,000 had higher odds of progression to diabetes compared with those living in areas with median incomes of $120,000 or more (OR = 1.16; 95% CI = 1.03-1.31). Our results also showed that patients living in an area where Food Stamps/SNAP benefits were received by 10% or more of households had higher odds of progression to diabetes within 36 months (OR = 1.24, 95% CI = 1.10-1.41). The C statistics for the models, including the census information, indicated that these models offered slightly higher predictive value compared with the models with age, sex, BMI, blood glucose, and race/ethnicity only (0.77 vs 0.76, data not shown).

DISCUSSION
Most studies that examine predictors of diabetes risk focus exclusively on individual-level demographic and clinical factors. Area-level socioeconomic characteristics are rarely included, despite evidence that the socioeconomic characteristics of a person’s residential area are strong determinants of health status. Prior research that addressed the impact of neighborhood factors on health and diabetes risk derived information from small and nonrepresentative data sources that are...
not readily available on a large scale and/or that involve additional computational analysis such as geographic information system mapping. Our study added socioeconomic and food assistance information from the US census to traditional predictors of diabetes progression and found that education, income, and receipt of SNAP benefits were all significant predictors of progression to diabetes within 36 months. This finding suggests that leveraging readily available census data may improve the ability to predict diabetes progression, and help physicians and health plans target prevention strategies to those who need it most. Other research has suggested that using EHR-based information as a tool for targeting diabetes prevention outreach can improve preventive care. Findings of this study’s analysis, based on EHR data and other administrative data readily available on KP patients, support the assertion that these data can be used to identify patients who may be at high risk of diabetes development. These results also suggest that adding census data readily available to health plans in addition to their EHR data may add useful information to these efforts.

More than 3 trillion dollars are spent on health care in the US each year, representing 18% of the country’s gross domestic product. Most of these resources invested in health care are traditionally focused on providing direct medical care, with less spent on addressing patients’ social and economic needs or environmental conditions that contribute to health status. Recent research has postulated that rebalancing some of these resources to address social needs may improve health care and health equity in the US. Results of our study, which show that socioeconomic factors and food assistance needs are directly associated with worse health outcomes, suggest that directing health care resources toward social needs may ameliorate the health of the US population.

Previous research findings suggest that food insecurity (defined as a limited access to nutritious food based on cost) is associated with a wide range of chronic diseases and their complications, and that increasing access to healthy foods may improve the health of patients and their families. We found that the percentage of households receiving SNAP benefits in a patient’s neighborhood is significantly related to that individual patient’s risk of diabetes developing independently of other factors, including neighborhood income and educational attainment. This finding suggests that addressing food needs and food insecurity may reduce diabetes risk as well.

Health care systems may have a direct role to play in addressing these community and individual social needs. The UK National Health Service was founded in part on the idea that preventing disease required a holistic approach that incorporated attention to environment, well-being, diet, housing, and clinical care. The UK National Health Service currently allows its general practitioners to employ “social” prescribing for direct provision of healthy foods and other nonnutritional services as well. Research evidence has shown that social prescribing of healthy foods, fruits, and vegetables through patient discounts on fruit and vegetable purchases reinforces the link between food intake and health. Health care policy leaders in the US have recently suggested that a “place-based” approach that makes health care delivery and public health systems accountable for improving population health might be a promising avenue for American health care policy as well. Our current findings underscore the important effect of place on individual patient disease risk. Efforts by US health care systems to directly address food insecurity and increase access to healthy eating resources may be important strategies for improving population-level disease prevention and care.

This study has limitations that should be noted. Although the inclusion of census variables on education, income, and food assistance increased the predictive power of the logistic regression model predicting progression to diabetes among patients with prediabetes, it did so by a relatively small amount. It is possible that individual-level socioeconomic data and social needs data would have increased the predictive power of these variables for diabetes progression. Future research should work to collect more refined measures of both individual and community-level socioeconomic indicators, social needs, and resource measures on a systematic basis; further understand the relationship between place of residence and socioeconomic factors; and incorporate them into planning patient care. Although prior work has suggested that lower neighborhood “walkability” may also be a place-based variable related to lower rates of diabetes incidence, this variable was not available for inclusion in our analysis. We limited our inclusion of census data to 3 variables on the basis of the current literature; it is possible that other census variables may also be significantly associated with diabetes progression as well. Furthermore, our findings are from a single health care delivery system within 1 state (California), which may limit generalizability. The percentage of people in a census tract in our sample (4.09%) was less than the percentage of those receiving SNAP assistance in the State of California as a whole (7.4%, with a margin of error of 0.1%)53; this may limit generalizability as well. Finally, our results show the statistical significance of including census data in a model for only 1 outcome (diabetes progression). Future research and quality improvement efforts should test the predictive power of using census data and other information on social and resource needs on a wider range of patient-centered health outcomes.

CONCLUSION

Census information on socioeconomic status and receipt of public food assistance predict diabetes development in patients with prediabetes, even after adjusting for traditional individual demographic and clinical factors. Clinical interventions should take these factors into account, and health care systems should consider addressing social needs and community resources as a path to improving individual and population-level health outcomes.
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